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Abstract

Two pandemic simulation approaches are known: the multi-agent simulation model
and the differential equation model. The multi-agent model can deal with detailed
simulations under a variety of initial and bound&-j conditions vvith standard so
cial network models; however, the computing cost is high. The differential equation
model can quickly deal with simulations for homogeneous populations with simulta
neous ordinary differential equations and a few parameters; however, it lacks versa
tility in its use. '""Ie propose a nevI method named the 11...t\.DE vlhich is a combination
of these two models, such that we use the multi-agent model in the early stage in a
simulation to determine the parameters that can be lised in the differential equation
model, and then use the differential equation model in the subsequent stage. \X/ith
this method, we may deal with pandemic simulations for real social structures with
lower computing costs. Contrary to the statistical inference method which could not
predict the final stage unless abundant information is included, the MADE have a
possibility to do that only vlith the earlier stage information. The nevlly emerged
pandf'~ic, the novel influenza A(HINl) case in 2009, is dealt with.

Key words: MADE, SE!R, MAS, pandemic, novel influenza A(HINl), truncated
model, Runge-Kutta.

1 Introduction

Pandemic simulation is considered to be crucial as a scenario simulation be
cause we have very limited experiences of real pandemics such as a newly
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emerged infectious disease spread or an infectious disease spread by terrorism.
Considering the social impact due to this could be immense [26], it is strongly
recommended to reduce the risk of pandemic that we obtain information on
the spread of diseases in as many as situations v"e can imagine in the real
world.

Recently, the multi-agent simulation method (the MAS, [2], [10], [11]' [21]'
[24]) is frequently used to overcome this difficult problem. Many simulations
are performed using powerful computers in which networks of huillfu~-to

human are mimicked as accurately as possible~ -l.A~ssuming that a certain num-
ber of persons HTe infected by a disease in an artificial society, we may estimate
the disease propagation using this network simulation method. The MAS can
deal with detailed simulations under many kinds of initial and boundary con
ditions. However, the computing cost soars as the population size becomes
larger.

Another classical method to perform pandemic simulations is to use the ordi
nary differential equations, called the SIR or SEIR ([1], [3], [22]). The SEIR
model, where S, E, I, and R denote susceptible, exposed, infected and removed
populations respectively, is an extension of the SIR epidemiological Illodel,
vJ"hich computes the number of people infected v"rith a contagious disease in
a closed population over time. The SE!R model can quickly deal with sim
ulations of infectious disease spread among homogeneous populations using
simple siumltaneous ordinary differential equations and a few parameters.
However, we cannot set many detailed conditions for the model.

To perform many simulations quickly, \ve aim to develop a nevI method, the
MADE (multi-agent and differential equations, [32]), that combines these two
fundamental models. In the early stage of a pandemic simulation, we propose
using the MAS model to determine the appropriate parameters for the SElR
model, and then use the SEIR model in the subsequent stages. Parameters for
the SEIR model are determined using the results in the ~v1AS model, where the
difference equations naturally derived from the SE!R differential equations are
llsed. SEIR solutions are obtained llsing the Runge-Kutta. method. To confirm
the validity of this combined method, simulation results using only the MAS
model are compared with those using the SEIR Ulodel alone, where the SEIR
model parfuileters are obtained using the whole MAS simulation results. Vie
shovled in the previous vlork, [31] and [34], that the results of the ~/tl~~S model
and the SE!R model are consistent. Using this consistency, we will be able
to use the combined method in a variety of situations mimicked to the real
world with less computational cost. As far as we know, such an approach is not
proposed anywhere. Unlike the statistical parameter estimation results with
incomplete data, this proposed approach provides another nice property as well
as versatile adaptability for many situations. Even though the parameters are
obtained in earlier stages of the pandemic by the MAS, the computational
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results for the final removed population SIze using the MADE are close to
those using the MAS model alone. On the contrary, the statistical inference
method such as the truncated model could not predict the final stage, ui'11ess
abundant information is provided.

ThIS paper consists ot SIX sectlons. After the Introductory section, Section
2 briefly mentions the MAS model and the SEIR model. The consistency
between the two models is given here. Section 3 describes the proposed model,
the }A.l~.LDE, and sho,vs computational results using the method in some virtual
city. We eVl'lluate the computational accuracy when the MADE is used. The
discussions on the aspect for chance of infection, computing cost, etc. are seen
in Sections 4. Section 5 is devoted to the prediction for the novel influenza
A(HIN1) spread. Section 6 is the concluding section.

2 Multi-agent Model and Differential Equation Modei

In this section, we briefly mention a multi-agent simulation model, MAS, and
::l. rlifferenti::l.l eonation model. SEIR. that will be used in the MADE model.-- ------------~- ---:1.------------- --_... - --- J.- /

Then, we review the consistency between the MAS simulation results and the
rtT"'"\TT"t. j J' 1 _ 1 J

.,.I:CJ11t compm;atIOnal resUlts.

2.1 Multi-agent _Model

\1..1e assume that a disease is propagated by some media such as air or air-
borne droplet from an infectious person to susceptible persons. The lJuger the
nrohahilitv of disease infection and the !!Teater the chance of contact with Deo-.L- - - -~-- ------ -"" - - --- -- - - -- - - '-" ...

pIe, the bigger the chance of infecting susceptible persons. The disease spread
is affected by parameters such as population size, infection probability, and
chance of contact, among others.

First, we describe the typical conditions in the MAS. To begin a simulation
for a small city that mimics real cities, we assume three agents for simplicity:
office workers, housewives, and students; the patterns of human behavior are
nhrlt.T"I',.-n ~'Y'l V~rrn'rA ,. Cl;"YYl;ln.,.. T\o1-1-.n....'YlC' fA'r CI C''YYlollar T\AT\111cd··;A'Yl O'rO ChA'tUn h .... fQ.Al
i:.')l.1.uvv1.1. .11.1. .1:.15UJ.~ .J..., i:l.1.1.1.1..1.lCll.J. pa.lJ\J~.J..l.LO ..1.V.l. 0. O..1..l..I.UI.I..I.\..;..1. PVPU.&.U1\J.l.V.I...L <AI.I.\..; lJ.I..I.VYV..L.L ..L..L.L lv----;r;:J.

Each office worker has a home where a spouse a.Tld children mayor may not
live t.mTPt.her. Thpv Q"at.hpr at their homes at niQ"ht. In the davtime. office work---·---O-----------JCJI--------- -------------- -- - ....., v J

ers go to companies, housewives go to supermarkets or stores, and students go
to schools everyday, by train, by bicycle, or on foot. The conditions for each
human behavior are shown in Table 1, where U[a; bJ denotes the uniform dis
tribution from time a to b, and N[c, d2

] denotes the normal distribution with
mean c and variance d2

• For example, an office worker leaves home at 7:02 and
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goes to his office by car. He arrives at the office at '7:30. After working at the
office, he leaves his office at 19:42, and arrives at home at 20:10. Such times
are randomly determined according to the rule in Table 1. In his case, he has
a chance to catch a disease either in his vvorking place or at home.

Person-to-person infection probability in every minute is defined by {3 in in
fectious areas; see Figure 1 and Table 2. Other underlying parameters, such as
the latent period, infectious period and so on, are determined by the uniform
distributions or constant values (see Table 2), where the latent period is de-
r 11 J1 J O r J1· -J- ,- r J. J J1 • j 1 J rJlnnea oy Llle LIme !Tom Llle mUlal mrecLlon LO Llle pomL wllere sympLoms or Llle
disease ty pically appear or are diagnosed, and the infectious period is defined
by the period of time during \vhich an infected individual becomes infectious
to others [1]. In disease propagation, the important conditions of an individual
are susceptible, latent, infectious, and removed conditions. In this paper, the
so-called, incubation period and the latent period are similarly dealt with, and
we use the incubation period here.

73100 11900 15000

Fig. 1. Patterns of human behavior (case for population size 100,000).

Table 2 also shows the simulation cases. In [34], the populations were set rather
small (tota110,000 = 7,000 office workers + 1,500 housewives + 1,500 students)
because the focus was on the consistency between the computational results
from the MAS model and the SEIR model. Here, a much larger population
size is additionally considered, e.g., 100,000 (73,100 office workers + 11,900
housewives + 15,000 students) as shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1
Conditions in the MAS model.

population size

incubation period

infectious period

office workers

time of dep..rture (from home)

one-way commuting time

total time spent

10,000

U[2, 7] days

2 days

U[6: 00,8: 20J

U[l, 28] min. walk

U[l, 50] min. car

U[5, 60] min. train

U[400, 700] min.

100,000

U[2, 7] days

2 days

U[I,28] min. walk

U[l, 50] min. car

U[5, 60] min. train

time of arrival (at home)

house ,vives

U[12 : 42,20: 56] walk N[19: 00, 22 h] walk

U[I2 : 42,21 : 40J car .lV[I9 : 00, 22hJ car

U[12 : 50,22 : 00] train N[19: 00, 22 h] train

time of departure (from home)

one-way commuting time

total time spent

time of arrival (at home)

students

time of departure (from home)

one-way commuting time

total time spent

time of arrival (at home)

trains and stations

number of cars for a train

maximum passengers in a car

interval time between successive trains

number of stations

U[lO : 00, 12 : OOJ

17[1') . flfl 1 Q • flfl]
LI l~'-' . VV, ..LU . vUJ

U[ll, 20] min.

U[IO, 30] 111in.

U[l1 : 12,20 : 30J

U[6: 00,8: 20]

U[ll, 20] min.

U[4.50,480J

U[13 : 32, 16 : 40]

10

100

8 min.

10

2V[15 : 30,2.52h]

U[ll,20J min.

u[n : 12,20 : 30J

N[7 : 15, 1.252hJ

U[ll, 20] min.

10

100

8 min.

10
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Table 2
Simulation cases in the MAS model.

population size, N

number of initial patients, no

infection probability in 1 minute

(J

2.2 Differential Equation _Model

10,000

100, 10, 1

nr-f\OI"'" ()!"7"""":1.", :1, 0." ,0, (.v, I

X 10-4

100,000

10

0.5,0.3

X 10-4

nary differentil'll equations (1) or (2), where S, E, I, and R are the susceptible,
exposed, infectious and removed populations, and the parameters A, '"'(, and a
are the infection rate, removal rate (recovery rate), and the transmission rate.

S'lt) = ->'S(t)I(t),
E'(t) = >"S(t)I(t) - aE(i),

I'(t) = aE(t) - 'YI(t),
R'(t) = "(I(t),

S'(t) = ->..8(t) [(t),
I'(t) = >'S(t)I(t) - '"'(I(t) ,

R'(t) = 'YI(t).

(1)

(2)

In the SEIR model, for example, a person could change his or her condition
frr'l1'Yl Qt1Qi't>nt;l.. Jt> tf"\ "'VT"\f"\Q",r1 Tl<r;t'h Tot;f"\ ). t'h"'n tA ;,.,f",,,terl "fI."'T " l"t,.,nt ~n"';Arl
... .&-"J ........... ....~......'-''-'.t'yL ..........'-' V'J '-'....~.l''-J'U'-'4 yy .... ~.I..1. .... LAI'-J.l.V ", u ........ \....o.l..1. UV .I..I..I..I.vv\) 'LI. LIl.l.\J\.JJ.. U .1.OJuv.l.J.\J !-'v..LJ.ULl

with a ratio a, then to removed after an infectious period with a ratio 'Y.
Removed persons wili never become susceptible. From eauation (rL

.... .1..1.' \ / I

)' S'lt) + E'(t) + F(t) + RI(t) = o.
"---'I'~ .... ; " ... , I

(3)

which means S(t) + E(t) + I(t) + R(t) - canst. This is the total population
size, and we denote this by N, The Runge--Kutta method is applied to solve
(1) or (2).

2.3 Parameters in the Differential Equation Model

Using the MAS model, we obtain the everyday populations for S, E, I, and R.
The parameters, >., 'Y, and a for the SEIR model at time t can be approximately
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obtained by using the simultaneous difference equations (4).

, I..L\
A,~)

(J(t)
E(t)

nI, • '1, nl..L\
11,,/; --r .1) - n,~)'Y(t) = -----,--.,.---

I(t)

(4)

We adopt the values of 'x(t), 'Y(t), and (J(t), assuming that the parameters
of the SEIR model are constant and call be estimated as the wean of the
corresponding time-dependent quantities. In the SIR model, we can also use
__ •• ~+-;~~~ (..1\ ~"'~~~-I- f~~ ,..(+\
t:y'U~~lVll" ~"') t:.A""'pC ~v~ v \"J'

2.4 Consistency Between ihe ll--fAS Results and the SEIR Results

As mentioned in Section 1, it is important to confirm the consistency between
the MAS simulation result and the SEIR cowputational result using the pa
rauleters obtained by the ~vfAS. This was shovvTIl in the previous vJork [34]
mainly for removed persons, R, vlhere the population size was lO,OOOp Here}
an example of the MAS result and the solution of the SEIR for S, E, [, and
R are shown in Figure 2; the population size IV is 10,000, infection probabil
ity f3 is 0.01, and the number of initial infected per-sons no is 10; the SEIR
parameters were obtained by ~sing equation (4). From the figure, we can ex
pect the consistenc:y between the ~v1.l~I.S results and the SEIR results using the
r..n ..... OYTlotarc: h"tT O"l1~ti{"\n (d\pC.hL UJ~~~'-' lJ'-'~ IJ U J ""''1.. ll..Lu"v .... ~........ \,LJ'

MilS result

"of 1000

vi'6OOl)

5000

()

1 11 21 41 51
days

o 10 20 30 40 50
days

Fig. 2. An example of the MAS result and the solution of SEIR for S, E, I, and R.

To find this consistency to other cases, we introduced an error rate, e(t), or
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the ratio of the difference between the SEIR and the MAS to the final value
of the 1\.1i\1S. The rate,

R(t)SEIR - R(thv1ASe(t) = -"-,-==,::,__,:",,,:,==
R (tfillal) rv1AS

(5)

W51~ used for accuracy eV511uation of the SE!R computational results compared
to the results by the MAS simulations. Figure 3 shows the difference of the
number of populations between the MAS result and the solution of SEIR for
S, E, J, and R for the previous example. vViIy we adopt the error rate e(t)
instead of the commonly used relative error rate is that it is important to
grasp the error rate in a global sense rather thar... ill a local sense; the error
rate e(t) corresponds to the absolute error.

300

200

.300 .4

Fig. 3. Difference of S, E, I, and R between the MAS result and the solution of
SEm.

To understand how accurate the SErR results are, we further used the the
maximum error rate, eoo,

eoo = sup le(t)!,
t

(6)

as an error norm .. ~A...ccording to the results of the mea..lJ. values and the stan=
dard deviations for the ma-ximum error rates, eoo , by ten simulations to each
simulation case (see Table 2), they were found to be very small; in each case,
the me~n values are less than 0.04 and the standard deviations are less than
0.016 when N is 10,000 [34]. Such a tendency also holds in larger population
size simulations.

This indicates the consistency of the computational results between the MAS
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and the SEIR. The SEIR can be used as a substitute for the MAS when pa
rameter information are obtained using the MAS. Consequently, it is possible
to consider a method that combines these tvv"O modelse

3 Computation by the MAuE

In this section, we first describe the computational method for the MADE,
then show the computational results. As explained earlier, the MADE is a

.... . • ,p • 'I 'I, • , ~" a. '\ "1' 1 .1 1· rr J. 1 1" IT""\.T":'\\comblllatlOn ot the mUltI-agent ~lVlA) moael ana l;ne mrrerenual equal;lOn ~lJ.D)

model, such that we use the MA illodel in the early stage in a simulation to
determine the parameters that can be used in the DE model) &TId then use
the DE model in the subsequent stage.

3.1 Meihod of Compuiaiion

rl'he MADE is a method to combine the two methods such that we use the
MAS in the early stage in a pandemic simulation to detennine the appropriate
parameters that can be used in the SEIR, and we use the SEIRjSIR in the
C"''I"lh................... ' .. .n.Vlo1- n+nlTn. TIl'~1-"h T\O'r'O'YYlot-orc AhtalTlorl lTl tho lHl1"'lu ctaITA rr'hA a"'\lt:lr!.lO"lnrr
~UUi:'Ci'-iU,(:;lllJ l:llJOJ5"C1 VV J.lJ~ P<Ad.UJ.J.J.\.JlJ\.JJ.O VlJUU"'J.J.v'-A.. ......... \..I ...... v vua. ...J UU'-4Iovo ...... ........'J "-M .... 'J.L ......0 ...........0

procedure in the SEIR/SIR paraJneter determination is performed exactly in
the same manner as described in 2.3. We use the mean values, A(t), a(t), and
ry(t) in the MAS part, which can be used as the parameters for the subsequent
SEIR/SIR differential equations. For the subsequent stage, the initial values
.:~ .l.l...._ ODTn IOTD ....--1">0...1 ......1 .(1">0"" cr D T ...... _,..1 D n"rro rr~~,._'Yl h~,. +hn. nA'r"r£\C1'Y"\A.'Ylrl.~'YlfT'
111 Lile 1':)J.:~JJ.L\../uJ.J." 1.11UUta ~u~ v, .J...:.I, ..I, Q.,.L.LU ..It, CL.L'Ci 5.1vc;.u u:f lJJ.J.C' \.JvJ..1.lJOpvJ.J.u.uJ.5

l\,f A. Q 'Uo.lt'fiCl An t hCl f"lAl'lTlof"ltinlT rJ Q'U
.lV.L..ol.l..U YCkLU\JO V.I..J. l).l.J.'-" vv..........LVVU... .L.L6 loAUJJ~

To perform the pandemic simulations efficiently and effectively, it is impor
tant to know when the appropriate connecting time is. Here, we define the
r'lo,...'Y'n"...ro..... ~'Ylorr ..... ~'l'V'tn 'rn~;f'\ ~ h"lT ~ho 'rotino nof tho ronoTlTlorotinIT rlQ'l.T rli'l.Tirlorl l-nl thP
\...U~~.Llv\...\l1.11b \J1.111'Ci ..LCl.i\JJ.V I u;y lJ~\.J J.Ul\JJ.V V.l.- \J..L ...V vlJ...... ..L ... v,,·Jt.J ........LO loAUlJ ........................ v ........ .......J .,,; .......v

cessation time of the pandemic. The cessation time meHTlS either 1) the day
that thp. nllmher of removed nersons will no more increase. or 2) the day that----- ---- ------- -- --- -- --'-- - - - -- L - - ~ ~ oJ

the number of removed persons will reach the 99% of the converged number
of removed persons; we consider the case 2) for R having very long tail.

3.2 Computational Results and Accuracy of the MADE

We investigated the cases of population size 10,000 and 100,000. We use four
cases for T: T = 1/4, T = 1/3, T = 1/2, and T = 2/3. Figure 4 shows typical
cases for the number of removed persons using the MADE; the conditions
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are: N = 10,000, no = 100, fJ = 9.5 X 10~4, and T = 1/4, T = 1/3, T = 1/2,
T = 2/3. vVe can see that the difference between the results from the MAS and
the ~v1ADE is very small in this case; see Figure 5 which shows the differences
of the number of persons bet,veen the tV10 models. In this case, the values
of the ma-ximum error rates, eoo , are 0.0352, 0.0331, 0.0133, and 0.002 for
T = 1/4,1/3,1/2,2/3 cases, respectively. These values are corresponding to
the (absolute) peak values in Figure 5. Such small errors are considered to be
very useful in efficient arId effective paridemic simulation.

,tJ=(}.00095, 1"1 = 10,000, no = 100

!OOO

o

t)~ ~
r-'Y .#i ,

/
1= 114 1/

/
./ 1 32th day =1;4 finai day

.c: ' ~

_GOOOI
~'7nnn J,
~600'--O-,,! ;,w~~;:, In' W
....1 j,
~5000 I ;,' ,

t .... _ 1

C.IIMn J, r.= 1/3 '.,i,I'loot ._-- I

~3000 1 I
E I r.
:HOOO i / j
c 1000 j / l43th day =1/3 final day

I ./
O'~ ~"+

16

i
i 65[h day

126

davs
-~-. -

101165'25

128

12

days

days

10176

51

5;26

26

Fig. 4. l\.Jumber of removed persons using the I\1.L~DE compared \vith those using
the MAS.

We have checked if this tendency holds in other cases. Table 3 shows the
mean values and standard deviations for the maximum error rates eoo , where

"1 £'teo. .... £'It ... /l £"\ I""" ... £"\_A £"\ -t £"\_A ",... "'I r.._A n "1 n_A ,..,.- -t r>._A _ .... n._A
no=lUU,lU,l,p=~.~XlU',~XIU ·,~.~XlU ',~XlU ·,{.~XlU ',{XlU',

for 11..1 '- la, 000 cases, and no = la, f3 = 0.5 X 10-4 , 0.3 X 10-4 , for 11..1 = 100, 000
cases, with T = 1/3, 1/2, 2/3; they were computed from ten-time simulations
to ~ach case. We can see that the computational results by the MADE do not
largely differ from the MAS results; refer to the statistical results shown later,
which is different from this property.

We defihe r as the ratio of the number of difference between the removed
persons in the final steady stage R(tfinal)MADE and R(tfinal)MAS to the number
of removed persons in the final steady stage R(tfinal)MAS,
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.,50

'J>
c 150o
;I'

R'- 100 ~

o

50 ~

250

200

Fig. 5. Differel1ce ,of the number of persons between the 1\1..A..DE and the ~y1.L~S.

""-, -
R(tiinalh'lADE - R(tfiual)MAS

R( tfinal) MAS
(7)

Tllis is to see the prediction accuracy for the final stage. Table 4 ShOV1S the
results for these values. Even if the connecting time ratio T is 1/3, the vH.lues
of r are small when no is 100 whjch corresponds to 1% of the total population.
This also suggests the usefulness of the MADE method,

4 Discussions

We discuss here why we introduce the MADE model and what are the pros
and cons. If we focus on the prediction to final stages, the MADE provides
reasol1able allswers. Here, we discuss briefly four points: aspect for chance of
infection, computational cost, comparison to the truncated model approach,
and tow"ard real pandemic cases.

4.1 Aspect for Chance of Infection

The MAS provides the abundant information about how the infectious disease
propagated in the network even by a single simulation case, contrary to the
SEIR homogeneous simulations. To understand the disease spread phenomena
in detail, the MAS approach is an appropriate tool. However, the differential
equation model works to predict the final pandemic stages roughly, i.e., to
know the magnitude of pandemics. First, we discuss this in a aspect of the
chance of infection from simple situations.
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Table 3
1\,f~..;~••~ ~--~- -~ ..~ \-..•• "h~ 1\,f A T'tV
J.V~Q.A.llllU.lll C;l.l.U.L .lUlie;, eoo , uJ lJ.ut:; J..V.1.~..L.J.L:J.

i i

I i 1\T '" """ I 1\T ,"" Ann
I I lV .!U,UUU I lV .!UU,UUU

I I I
T I 'TIn I A I A

I ·-v I r- I ,-
I I

9.5 9 8.5 8 7.5 7 I 0.5 0.3I I I
I I i
I I xlO-4 I X 10-4
I I I
I I I
I 100 I 0.0347 0.0440 0.0477 0.0438 0.0480 0.0572 I
I I I
I I 0.0128 0.0132 0.0300 0.0176 0.0245 0.0423 I
I I I
I I I

1 /'1. I 10 I 0.0724 0.0842 0.0910 0.0797 0.1145 0.2031 I 0.1256 0.0508~I v I I I
I I

0.0315 0.0451 0.0567 0.0437 0.0584 0.0895
I

0.0543 0.0356I I I
I I I
I 1 I n lA'ln n 1 \;l'l'.l n 1 &::fl'.l n 10nQ n '>'>..1 '7 fl 'lO'77 I
I .1- I V • .1..~.LiV V • ..LU~\.J V • .LVV'-' v . .1....7UU u.~",~. V.LliJ I • I
I I I
I I 0.0824 0.1128 0.0972 0.0946 0.1199 0.1661 I
I I I

,"n n f"\'1"1"" f"\ 1"\"14"\"1 n n, A A n £"\'1 r-''''l n ""1'" '"" () rH\"7n. I
lUU U.Ull;) U.Ul.ll U.UlLF! U.UEl.l U.U.!ll U.U4/~ I

I
0.0084 0.0039 0.0085 0.0072 0.0062 0.0166 I

I

1/2 10 0.0281 0.0315 0.0298 0.0203 0.0336 0.0748 I 0.0425 0.0163I
I

0.0144 0.0157 0.0245 0.0117 0.0275 0.0509 I 0.0272 0.01471
1 0.0579 0.0647 0.0518 0.0698 0.1065 0.1386

I
I

I I
I fl fl'lQr::: fl fl'l'"lA fl fl'"l7'.l fl fl'"101 fl flr:::A &:: fl flO'>'> I

I I U.Ul..IUlJ U.Vl..l~"'1: u.u""t.J U.U~l:1,~ V.Vt..J'"i:U V.VV~.&J I
I I I
I 100 I 0.0027 0.0033 0.0034 0.0037 0.0044 0.0063 I
I I I
I I 1"\ f),n1 t'} n nn"11""7 n nn"1 ro n nnnn n nnAn n I"\{V) A I
I I U.UUl.l U.UUll U.UU.lO U.UU4.l U.UULiU U.UU.lLi I
I I I

? I? I 10 I 0.0049 0.0041 0.0075 0.0061 0.0139 0.0400 I 0.0337 0.0148-, - I I I
I I 0.0033 0.0015 0.0055 0.0038 0.0114 0.0415 I 0.0193 0.0091I I I
I I I
I 1 I 0.0122 0.0201 0.0205 0.0156 0.0341 0.0463 I
I I I
I I

0.Oil2 0.0120 0.0222 0.0076 0.0256 0.0351
I

I I I
I I I

"TT'T" , • • ... 1 J"'. r J' 1 • ., .' J'" r'r'''''''we mVestigatea wnere tne mreCtIOn occurrea m our SImUlatIOn sl;uay. .laOle
5 shows an example for the numbers of persons and places of infection when
(1'1, {J, no) = (10,000,9.5 x 10-4, 10), (100,000,0.5 x 10-4 ,10). This indicates
that people ·will be infected at the places where they spend time most with
infected persons. Thus, the shutdown of human-to-human network will work
to prevent from the spread of diseases. This chatacteristic is also explained
in the A(HlNl) influenza case [33}. Why the infected numbers in trains are
different from each other between 1'1 - 10,000 and 1'1 = 100,000 is due
to the unchanged conditions for trains; there may be less crowded cars for
1'1 = 10,000 and jam-packed cars for 1'1 = 100, ODD.
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Table 4
Ratio r, number of difference between the removed persoIl."l in the final steady stage
by the MADE and that by the MAS to the number of removed persons in the finai
steady stage by the MAS.

T no

9.5

1v

9

10,000

fJ

8.5 8 7.5

f3

7 0.5

10n I1["Hl
.l.UU,UVU

0.3

100 I

1/3 I 10 I
I .
11 I
110n1
I I
I I
I I

1/2 I 10 I
'I I

I I
I I
I I
I 1 I
I I
I I
I I
I I

1
100

I
I I
I I
I I

2//3 I 10 II I
I I
I I
I I
I '.L I
I I
I I
I I
I I

0.0264

0.0191

0.0666

0.0369

0.0351

0.0952

0.0030

0.0109

0.0079

0.0180

0.0042

0.0471

0.0008

0.0023

0.0003

0.0034

-0.0022

0.0087

0.0385

0.0194

0.0840

0.0450

0.0613

0.0981

0.0109

0.0045

0.0213

0.0239

0.0320

0.0414

0.0001

0.0019

0.0002

0.0025

0.0024

0.0127

0.0473

0.0290

0.0818

0.0564

0.0813

0.1008

0.0106

0.0112

0.0264

0.0267

0.0259

0.0450

-0.0001

0.0030

0.0020

0.0084

0.0041

0.0125

0.0376

0.0244

0.0553

0.0477

0.1146

0.0033

0.0132

0.0132

0.0181

0.0280

0.0450

0.0027

0.0029

0.0002

0.0066

-0.0010

0.0095

0.0343

0.0351

0.0981

0.0762

0.1326

0.1327

0.0059

0.0097

0.0261

0.0883

0.0751

0.0015

0.0054

0.0074

0.0160

0.0181

0.0349

0.0514

0.0469

0.1734 0.0159

0.1223 0.Gi20
I

n1A&:'J1
v . .L'±V" I

1
0.2323 I

I
n n ... ~ro I
U.Ul.<JQ I

I
0.0266 I
0.0821 I 0.0203

I
0.0613 I 0.0083

0.1252 I
I

n 0/1 A 'J I
V.V;>""" I

n n1 ,)'l I
V.V..L~U I

0.0493 I
I

0.0319

0.0198

0.0159

0.0148

0.0169

0.0109

Figure 6 shows an example case in which numbers of infected workers, stu
dents, and housewives are illustrated. Here, N = 10,000, f3 == 9.5 X 1O~4, and
no = 10. We can see that the trends for each infected group are not simply
represented; multi-modal trends are observed. However, the cumulative num
ber of infected persons in the MAS model can be approximated well to that
in the SEIR model according to the maximum error rate investigation [34];
when N = 10,000, f3 = 9.5 X 10-4 , and no = 10, mean and standard deviation
for eoo are 0.025 and 0.011, respectively.
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Table 5
An example for the numbers of persons ~'t}d places of infection.

}\/ == 10, 000, f3 == 9.5 X 10-4
, Ib{) =: 10

office vlorkers students housevlives

company 4512 0 0
_l __~____ n 11 O~ n
LlCU;~J. VUll1 U .J..J.OU U

home 398 264 926

stores £\ £\ ,,,
U U .lL;

train 0 0 0

1\1 = 100,OOO', (3 = 0.5 X 10-4 , no == 10

office workers students housewives

company

classroom

home

stores

train

58774

o
8331

o
148

o
12733

2245

o
o

o
o

10984

177

o

/3=0.00095, N = 10,000, flo = 10500

'J:i 450
C
0
'j> 400t
0..

350
~

'" OJ"".... ..>vv
<I)
~

E 250
:::>
~ 200

150

100

SO

0

0 20

students

40

workers

60 80

house\\'ives

100
days

120

Fig. 6. Numbers of infected workers, students, and housewives.

To understand how infection probability works, we showed, in [34], an exam
ple using f3 = 9.5 X 10-4 for N = 10,000, where the median time to infection
from an infected person to a susceptible person is (log 2) / f3, and it was ap-
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proximately 12 hours. If a susceptible person and an infectious person spend
time together ror 8 hours, the probability of infection becomes about 0.37. For
IV = 100, 000, much smaller values of f3 = 0.3 X 10-4 ,0.5 X 10-4 are used here;
this is because the infection chance may become larger among many persons.

4.2 Computing Cost

}..'s introduced in [34], the computing cost in the SEIR model is irrelevant to
N, the nlLTIlber of total population, wherea.'i in the MAS model, the comput
ing cost is proportional to N 2 at the worst-case because or the network. In
our simulation model, the computational cost could be reduced because there
are no infectious propagations between the isolated groups; if the number of
groups is G and the size of the groups are the same, then the computing cost
should scale as G x (N/G? = N 2/G. The order of the computational com
plexity is in the range of O(N) to O(N2

). Assuming a worst-case, we have to
tackle cases where the population size is about one million, as in real cities
like Fukuoka in Japan. As the complexity of the MAS increases, so does the
----....:-- ~~~.. _.: ..1,.. I\T2 ~~,.1~~ 'T'1,..~ ~Jf A nli' YY>nt-"h",rl;o t-"hnrnf",.,.£> ;YYln",rt<:>nt In
CUl11lJUtJlllb \,,;U::)L WIlIIl 1i1 UIUC;l. ~11C; .L'W.1.I"l...LJ~ ~~.1V\J.1J.V\...L .10, lJ.J......v.Lv.LV.I.'-', .J..L.L.....yV-.LUlAJ.L.L\J .L.L.L

reducing computing cost if the accuracy can be assured. When N == 10,000,
the reduction rate from the MAS to the SEIR is 3.9 x 10-5 1341. Therefore.

L , '

when N = 1, 000, 000, the computing time in the MAS computation becomes
~ ........CJ, ........ A .."1 1 J 1 .1 J.. . _.L • 1 .L .£. A 1 ()-7 .Ltrom lU~ to lU~ tImes lOnger, ana l;ne reaUCl;lOn raLe IS aooUL lrom '± X.IV . La
4 x 10-9 . However, conlputational cost reduction is not the primary objective
of the ~v1ADE. The important point is that vIe have ShOVlIl that even a simple
approach described by a few classical differential equations is still attractive
for nrgent pandemic predictions and can be trusted.

4.3 Comparison to the Truncated Ivfodel Res'ults

In the statistical analysis of incomplete data such as SARS, there is a difficulty,
to some extent, in estimating the underlying parameters when the censoring
time is earlier. According to [14J and [15], when the censoring time is before
tIle half time of the final steady stage, the maximum likelihood estimate of
the parameter for the case fatality ratio is not stably obtained. F'rom Fig. 2
in [14], it ca..Tl be seen that the pl'lrl'lTIleters are not steadily obtained before
Ma,y 5, 2003; this day corresponds to the point in the logistic curve in Fig.
1 in (14) for the cured and dead persons where the peak time in the density
function has passed, and in the curve for the infected persons where they are
almost at the final steady stage. This indicates that the statistical estimation
procedure is very sensitive to the early censoring time in the truncated model
or trunsored model; see also [9], [23], [27] for estimability of the maximum
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likelihood parameters.

On the contrary, the MADE can provide rather accurate values for the number
of removed persons even though T, which corresponds to the censoring time,
is 1/3. We have yet to ascertain why this holds. One reason may be that the
number of unknown parameters are only three compared to the number of
equations. The. total number of parameters in the statistical model is sL"'C in
[14J with three kinds of observatiop...s: the infected, the cured, and the dead per
sons. Another reason may be that we know the starting time for the MADE
model, which is not the case in SARS. Finally, we guess that the MADE
model may be able to inherit the behavioral structure for the epidemiological
disease spread at the connecting point with well described differential equa
tions; although solutions are sensitive to parameters, the equations provide
deterministic solutions.

Figure 7 shows the prediction results using the maximum likelihood parau."1l
eter estimation applied to the same exa.TIlple in Figure 4. The dotted curve
means the removed numbers obtained by the MAS. The solid curve indicates
the predicted curve. We assumed here the three-prameter logistic distribution
function as the underlying distribution such that

t - 'TYl.

F(t; 5, m, c) = [1 + exp(-::...--.:.:.::)rC
,

5
(8)

where S, ffi, and c denote the scale, location, and shape parameters. This model
is often used in many biological applications such as the grow-th curve. The
literature, [14] and [15], also used this modeL Using the truncated model \vhere
censoring time is adapted to the connecting time T, the fitted parameters are,
e.g., s= 26.3, in = -174, and c= 5357 for T = 1/3, a.nd .5 = 10.3, in = 43.9,
and c= 1.20 for T = 1. Here, the log-likelihood function is denoted by

(9)

where T is the censoring time, and ii denotes the ith day from the beginning.
As easily seen by these estimated parailleters, we know that the statistical
inference fails to obtain the appropriate parameter values. Figure 7 indicates
this tendency. In this case, the values of the ma.yjmum error rates, eoo, are
0.231, 0.610, 0.190, and 0.013 for T = 1/4,1/3,1/2,2/3 cases, respectively;
these values are considerably larger than those obtained by the MADE. It
seems that the MADE approach is superior to the statistical method using the
simulation condition shown in Table 1. We know that this comparison is unfair
in a rigorous sense because the original data are derived from the networked
human behavioral model and not from the statistical growth model, even if
these two are sometimes explained with each other, see e.g., [29]. However,
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we have experienced that this example is not a special case but the general
.... "" '\ • , 1 I' 1 rnp""l\ 1 j 1 r Jcase; the Altl11'\ll) mnuenza case as seen oelOW lsee alSO t.j;)jJ ana "\;ne IOO"\;-

mouth-disease (FMD) case emerged in 2009 in Japan have a similar property
[16].

n. £\. f\.£\~""''''''J!' llr 11'\ I'\I""\.{\ __ __. 1 1"\1\P =U.l1UU';1.), 1'1/ =JU.lJUlI. nU ;;;; JUlI

86th day

days

days

43th day = 1/3 final day

80 100 120

days

days

FilL 7_ Nnmhp.r of rp.moved persons usinl! the truncated model comDared with those- -0" _. - -~---- -- - _. - - - -_.....- - - '-J ...

using the MAS.

4.4 From Scenario Simulation to Real Pandemic Prediction

0_ .&""'__....,.. 1-.1"'0 ... ,....... " ...r.......ln;~ ...... A f-'hni- +-1,n 1\4 A nJ;' ';co £),fh~';.£'JoTl"" OTlrl off.an1-1"lTo fnr finQl
uU .LCLl., wt::: .u.a.vc ~AP.la..U..u:::;u \.1.l.1.0.\.I lJ.l..l'V ..L.V.L.rl...LJ.L.J J.O v.lJ.J.\..>J.'VLLU Ul.l..l\...L vJ..u...... '-'U.Lv ..... .LV,l.. .L.U..LUl.L

c+orra nrarl,,,tirmc "f nanrl ..Tniro", in th.. roa"'.. nf ",ropn>lrin",iTnlll>l.t.inn!'l Hnwpvpr
O\JLlJO""" PJ.'--''-L.I.'-'U.I.'-''..l...1U '-"..L y'l.Al.L.I.'-A.'-'..L..L..L..L"" ..L..L..L "..L..L"-' ~ ...,.a. ..L..L ....., -.- '-~ ~ __ ...., ww ~_;

when a rej:l] pandemic occlllTed, we cannot easily prepare network models in
the real world. The multi-agent simulation is too complex to do that. Tradi
tionally, the SEIRjSIR models have often been used in teal pandemic cases.
However, the SEIRjSIR computation still relies on the strong condition of
h .......~ .............rtI. ............. ; .....,,.. +hn ..... ~C'1 ~+ ~C'1 C'1+~11 f-hrt.A'r.n.f-;r:.nl onrl rl£lrllln+;'TO A. Q f.OT' QQ '1'ITO lrnn"t1.T
IJ.UIIIUOC;:;l1t::alJ.Y, lJI1GlI .I~, .Ill .I~ QlJ.Ill llJ.,4.c;VJ. ClllJ.'L.oOlJ. Ol.1J.U UvUUv\l,L V v. ~:LtJ .LUI.L U"-J' yy'V .L~.L.I.'V n ,

this is the P..rst time that the differentia! equation approach is truly effec
tive even in complex network models which mimic the real human behaviors.
Therefore, we may trust the SEIRjSIR computational results in the real world
pandemics. If we use the observed data from real pandemics as we have used
the MAS data in earlier stages in MADE simulations, we may trust the final
stage results using the simple SEIR/SIR models because we may interpret the
observed data, S, E, I, and R, as integrated data from a complex network
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system. Thus, the conventional use of the SEIRjSIR simulations now have a
significant meaning as illustrated in Figure 8. Using real data from the ob
servations like an assimilation, the computational results by the SEIRjSIR
become realistic. Based on this standpoint, much more complex use of the
SEIR compartment models are expected to provide reliable estimates, e.g., [6]
and [12].

too complex

heterogenous
detailed
high cost

,.,.-
to make simulations

\
\paramet~s

\ /,
f limited observations 1
l dr_Y~_a_~_~c J

homogenous
simple

low cost

still theoretical
if the SIR alone

Fig. 8. From scenario simulation to real pandemic prediction.

5 A Case of the Novel Influenza A(HINl) 2009

In March 2009, vVHO alerted the phase of the pandemic of the H5Nl aVIan
influenza: The world is presently in phase 3, a new influenza virus subtype is
causing disease in humans, but is not yet spreading efficiently and sustainably
among humans. We are on a threat of the influenza pandemic. Since April
2009, the situation has been drastically changed. The novel influenza (so
called swine flue) observed in Mexico, and the disease has spread to all over
the world very quickly. On April 27 the phase shifted to 4; on April 29 it raised
to 5, and on June 11, it became a pandemic situation, phase 6. The \VHO
has shOVln us the number of laboratory-confirmed cases of the pandemic .J.A...

(HINl) 2009 from April 24, 2009 continuously. However, after July 6, 2009,
the WHO stopped reporting individual laboratory-confirmed cases because
of the difficulty in collecting the laboratory-confirmed cases. The influenza,
however, spread after all. On August 10 the WHO announced that the A
(H1Nl) influenza event has moved into the post-pandemic period. Although
the disease is not serious comparing to SARS, the number of dead persons due
to the novel influenza soars more than 18,449 allover the world by August,
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2010 [36], which is higher than the SARS case (774 person died) [37].

Pandemic simulation is a kind of simulation by scenario. '''Ie do such a sim-
ulation because we rl'l.rely meet with a real pandemic. However, we have just
encountered such a pandemic in 2009, and learned much from this experience.

1) The outbreak is occurred very suddenly. No one knovvs vlhat happened for
a while. Then, the viruses spread without any protections, resulting in the
spread to all over the world in a month. This means that outbreaks occur
anywhere anytime, and the disease spread is as quickly as the jet speed from
country to country. Animations can be seen via YouTube [38, 39].

2) A kind of panic was seen in many countries in early days both in public and
in government. Too strict protections were first planned, which is known to be
ineffective later for preventing the disease spread perfectly. However, closing
the classes or factories sho\vs somev:hat effective for very premature stage.

3) People become insensitive to the new virus when the disease is known not
to be serious. There are few people who care about the disease spread. Then,
the spread is gradually grOV/ll up exponentially, resulting in the pandemic.

These phenomena will be very useful in analyzing the next coming pandemic.
For simplicity, we use the SIR model here. The parameters can be obtained
by using equation (3), but vIe only knovl the number of infected persons. The
number of susceptible persons can be found by the population size of the target
country. The numbers of infected individuals are reported by the WHO [361
or the CDC [4], but removed populations are not known. Thus, we assume
that the infected people will be changed to be removed people in a few days,
say three days (the average generation time, i.e~ the mean delay bctvlccn the
time of infection of the index case and the time of infection of secondary cases,
irrespective of the setting, is 2.5 - 3 days); this is due to the report in [28].

Figure 9 shows the daily estimated parameters for >,(t) and "/(t) In Japan.
Using these values, we can solve the differential equations as shown in Figure
10. The figure shows the computational results by using the SIR as well as the
observed infected numbers in Japan. The dots mean the beginning days for
SIR model; that is, using the data by that day, the parameters are estimated.
Bold curve is the observed infected cumulative numbers. Only the laboratory
confirmed cases officially opened by the \X1HO by the date of July, 2009 [36] are
used for the computation. We see that the results by the SIR agree well with
the observed data in a.limited duration. The mean values of A(t) and r(t) from
the beginning to July, 2009 are .A = 2.9 x 10-9 ,1 = 0.32. A final stage situation
could be estimated by using the basic reproduction rate p = (A/r ) x 8(0) [8].
Using 5., 1, and 8(0) = 127,156,000 (Japanese population), p becomes 1.15,
and the final number of removed persons in Japan could be 1/4 of the total
population by the formula,
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(10)

This numerical solution told us that the cessation time or the pandemic in
Jap3..L--:l could be by .March, 2010, if no quarantine, no shutdown of hUlllan net-
TlTtlr'L:c liT 110 ,(T!:Ir"£1'~T1~tlr\T1 lC r\T"\ar':ltarl TTl t-ha nrn.rlri ~':lC'C1 'h:1:T ':l C';'YYl~lnT" +"'QO+YYlQT1-f
'W'II'V.L ..u ..u, V.J.. .J...LV '¥U!'--'v.......LUlU.l.V.J..l..1.1.:) UPV.l.UJu,-,u • ..l..J..l. \.1.1..1.'-' ,""V.L.l.'-&. vUiO'\..I, UJ LlJ 0.1.1.1..1.1.1011. lJJ,.\J01lJ.lllV.l.llJ,

this might be about 1/10 of the total population of the world in two years;
this large number of patients and the cessation time estimation are coincident

.J'1 J'1 ., 'I 1'"'4T"'\.r"t • r ... l ~'1'. 'I 'I • r ..... _'Wltn tnose III tne VUV report tbJ. 1ms IS alSo snown III t~bJ.

Now, we know the final stage of this pandemic; Figure 11 shows the comparison
of prediction result against the observed one. Although this appears not close
to the observed one, the predicted curve can be acceptabie, considering the
effects of vaccination and network shutdown, even if the connecting point
(£\£lTlClA,\",;nrt' T\r\;n.+ '\ ;0 ',.n,...·u· _no ....l...:" n'r'll....:l 1- 'h_ "V'Io"YV'lo h_,... _+ _hl'"'lI"lt.,.....T_A ....1............. .;.... ........-- ~ 11
\ V\.d.l.OV.l..l..I..I.5 pv.lJ..1\J J .1.0 yv.l.,] uOd..l:J CW.lU lJ~.l'CI ilU.lllU'Gl. V.l UUi]'{::a VVU UGlJG 10 LHll(hll.

Lastly, v!e briefly mention the incompetence of the truncated model. Figure
12 shows the truncated model prediction results; this figure shows that the
truncated model estimates the final number of patients to be too moderate.

09.05.15

0.7

09.06.05 09.06.26 date

~O.6

0.5
lil. A
11\1\" II .
rVH\H IF I\.l l\
lIli \l \.. I L I \ AI\.. A... . A... 1'-., ,./ \...\
I I , V\ III rJ \1\1 v -V"'~ V.
I' V"\I'" v
I I If
I J,

OiW5.i5 09.05.;l9 09.06.12 09.06.26 09.07.10 date

Fig. 9. Daily parameter values of A(t) and --f(t) for Japan novel influenza case.

6 Concluding Remarks

Assuming that a certain number of persons are infected by a disease in a
typical city and that the disease transmission is described by the MAS model,
we can obtain results for the disease spread. On the basis of these results, we
can also obtain parameters for the SEIR model using the difference equations.
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Fig. 10. Number of removed persons using the differential equations for Japan novel
influenza case: early stage.
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Fig. 11. Number of removed persons using the differential equations ror Japan novel
influenza case: final stage.

We can then proceed with the computation of the SEIR model. Computational
resuits by the SEIR model are found to be very close to that of the MAS model.
Therefore, we are convinced of a consistency between the models. Based on
this consistency, we proposed to use a combined method of the MAS model
and the SEIR model to estimate the final stage of the pandemic. This is
the MADE simulation. By utilizing the MAS model in the early stage in a
pandemic simulation to determine the appropriate parameters then applying
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Fig. 12. Number of removed persons using the truncated model for Japan novel
influenza case: early stage.

the SEIR model in the subsequynt stage, VJith parameters obtained in the early
stage using the difference equations, we can obtA.in the removed populations
and other data with lesser computing cost and smailer computational errors.

Unlike the statistical parameter estimation results that provide incomplete
data, the proposed approach is versatile enough for many situations. Although
the parameters are obtained by the ~v1AS even in early stages of pandemic,
computational results for the final removed population size using the l\1...J\DE
Are compArable to those calculated from the MAS model alone. With results
by such a model, we can prepare for hazardous situations, such as an outbreak
of new diseases or disease spread by acts of terrorism. The proposed method,
the MADE, is superior to the statistical inference using the truncated model
regarding the prediction accuracy.

Based on the similarity between the ]\i[AS and the SEIR results, 'we can trust
the SIR results using the initial stage of the real pandemic, As an example case,
we have discussed about prediction for the novel influenza spread. Although we
cannot estimate the final stage accurately, a rough estimate can be obtained
assuming that the infected persons will move to be removed persons in a few
days. We have shown that the influenza have a possibility of large scale of
spread in one year with very few observed data if no vaccination or human
network shutdown is operated; after all, we have found that this prediction
could be useful.
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This paper focuses oIi the final stage prediction in pandemics. However, we
sl10uld also pay attention continuously to other aspects; that is, an early de
tection such as [7] and [13] is another aspect. Some references, [17, 18,20,25],
are directly related to that, and [19, 30] A,re are indirectly related to that.
Disease propagation animation is seen in [40] for foot-and-mouth disease case
in Japan and Korea.
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